Graham Swamp 360 Layout

Packet pick up, the start line, the finish line, awards, after party, etc (everything) will be held
“up top” rather than in/near the parking lot. Once you park, walk down the beginning of the
trail and turn right onto the service road. Follow signs. You are still able to set up your personal
aid station along the first part of the trail after the entrance gate (yellow shaded areas).

Riders path around parking lot

Riders will not use the trail entrance or exit nor will they ride through the parking lot. When you
are coming up to the parking lot you will turn right, then left, then left to go around the fence
line (blue arrows above). There will be signs.

GS360 Parking Instructions

Yellow arrows indicate flow of vehicles for parking. Look for signs directing you
into either the south or north side of the trail, along the fence line. Vehicles
will be directed to drive along the fence line towards the trailhead and park at
a 45 degree angle facing the fence (small arrows). The north side of the
trailhead is more level and easier to drive/park. Bigger trucks & SUV’s will be
fine on the southside, we do not recommend cars coming in this end.
There are 28 parking spaces at the paved lot less than ½ mile south of the
trailhead (bathrooms there too). Fill that lot up first, cars especially. We
expect the dirt lot to fill up fast with staff, volunteers, sponsors, etc. Avoid
coming down to the dirt lot entrance, you will likely be sent north or south to
one of the entrances indicated by the big yellow arrows.
Help us avoid traffic bottle necking and vehicles backing into Colbert Lane
(55mph) by not pulling into the dirt driveway. We’re just going to send you
back onto Colbert to enter through the north or side end.

Thank you for following these instructions to help ensure a smooth race
morning!

